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Abstra t

Support-graph pre onditioners have been shown to be a valuable tool for the iterative solution,
via a Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient method, of the KKT systems that must be solved at
ea h iteration of an Interior Point algorithm for the solution of Min Cost Flow problems. These
pre onditioners extra t a proper triangulated subgraph, with \large" weight, of the original
graph: in pra ti e, trees and Brother-Conne ted Trees (BCTs) of depth two have been shown
to be the most omputationally eÆ ient families of subgraphs. In the literature, approximate
versions of the Kruskal algorithm for maximum-weight spanning trees have most often been used
for hoosing the subgraphs; Prim-based approa hes have been used for trees, but no omparison
have ever been reported. We propose Prim-based heuristi s for BCTs, whi h require nontrivial
modi ations w.r.t. the previously proposed Kruskal-based approa hes, and present a omputational omparison of the di erent approa hes, whi h shows that Prim-based heuristi s are most
often preferable to Kruskal-based ones.
Min Cost Flow problems, Interior Point algorithms, Pre onditioned Conjugated
Gradient method, Prim algorithm.
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1. Introdu tion

We present new heuristi s, based on the Prim algorithm for the Maximum-weight Spanning Tree
(MST) problem, for nding \large-weight" triangulated subgraphs of a given weighted graph.
These heuristi s have appli ation to the problem of nding eÆ ient support-graph pre onditioners for the iterative solution, via a Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method, of the
( ore part of the) KKT systems that must be solved at ea h iteration of an Interior Point (IP)
algorithm for the solution of linear Min Cost Flow (MCF) problems. Previous theoreti al [9, 10℄
and/or experimental [14, 7℄ analyses have shown that support-graph pre onditioners, whi h rely
on the idea of extra ting a large-weight triangulated subgraph of the original graph, are e e tive
provided that are is taken in properly balan ing the e ort required for nding the subgraph
and fa toring the pre onditioner and the orresponding de rease in iterations ount of the PCG
approa h. In the literature, the large-weight subgraph has most often been hosen by heuristi s
based on (approximate versions of) the Kruskal algorithm for MST; Prim-based heuristi s have
been proposed only for the ase of trees, but no omparison between the two approa hes have
ever been reported. We present su h a omparison, whi h shows that Prim-based approa hes
are most often preferable to Kruskal-based ones on large instan es, ex ept possibly on dense
ones. While Prim- and Kruskal-based approa hes are almost identi al if the subgraph is restri ted to be a tree, nontrivial modi ations are needed when Brother-Conne ted Trees (BCT)
of level two [7℄ are used instead; we present di erent heuristi s based on the Prim algorithm and
omputationally analyze their performan es within the IP appli ation.
The stru ture of the paper is the following: in Se tion 2 we brie y review the previous work
done in this area and introdu e support-graph pre onditioners. In Se tion 3 we dis uss the new
Prim-based heuristi s for nding large-weight BCTs of level two; then, Se tion 4 presents the
results of a omputational experien e aimed at assessing the e e tiveness of the new heuristi s
within the framework of IP approa hes to MCF. Finally, on lusions are drawn in Se tion 5.
2. Support-graph pre onditioners

2.1. Interior Point approa hes to Min-Cost Flow problems

Let G = (N; A) be a dire ted graph, with m = jAj and n = jN j; the Min-Cost Flow (MCF)
problem is the following linear program
min f x : Ex = b ; 0  x  u g ;
(1)
where E is the node-ar in iden e matrix of G, is the ve tor of ar osts, u is the ve tor of ar
upper apa ities, b is the ve tor of node de its, and x is the ve tor of ows. This problem has
a huge set of appli ations, either in itself or|more often|as a submodel of more omplex and
demanding problems (e.g., [2, 5, 3, 4℄ among many others).
Spe ialized IP methods have been shown [17, 14℄ to be omputationally ompetitive for the
solution of large-s ale MCF problems. At ea h iteration of these methods, linear systems of the
form
(E E T )y = d
(2)
have to be solved, where  and d are respe tively a m  m diagonal matrix with positive entries
(that is, a weight ij > 0 is assigned to ea h ar (i; j ) 2 A) and a ve tor of Rn , whi h depend
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on the urrent solution and on the IP algorithm hosen. A tually, sin e the system is rankde ient, at least one of the rows/ olumns may be eliminated; this is not always the best option,
as dis ussed in Se tion 2.5.
The solution of (2) typi ally represents by far the main omputational burden of IP algorithms. As M = E E T is symmetri and positive (semi)de nite, in general-purpose Linear
Programming IP solvers (2) would typi ally be solved through a Cholesky fa torization, preeded by a heuristi re-ordering of the rows of E (nodes of G) in order to diminish as mu h
as possible the ll-in of the resulting Cholesky fa tor. However, for stru tured problems su h
as MCF the Cholesky fa torization is too slow to make the IP algorithm ompetitive with the
many available eÆ ient \ ombinatorial" approa hes to MCF (e.g., see [8℄), and alternatives have
to be devised. The Pre onditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method o ers one su h alternative. A proper hoi e of the pre onditioner must balan e the ost of forming and fa toring it
and the orresponding savings due to the de rease of the number of CG iterations required to
(approximately) solve the system.
2.2. Support-graph pre onditioners

Theoreti al analysis [9, 10℄ and experimental studies [15, 14, 7℄ have shown that support-graph
pre onditioners are e e tive in this setting. These are matri es of the form
MS = ES S EST ;
(3)
where S is a subgraph of G, ES is the node-ar in iden e matrix of S and S is the restri tion
of  to the ar s in S . This an also be \extended" to
MS = MS +  diag (M MS )
(4)
where diag(X ) is the diagonal matrix having as the diagonal elements those of X , and  is a
parameter that an be hosen a ording to the stru ture of the MCF problem at hand; learly,
MS is not substantially more ostly to invert than MS , while in orporating information about
all ar s, rather than only about those in S . Indeed MS turns out to be more e e tive than
MS on some [7℄|but not all [10℄| lasses of instan es; sin e adding the diagonal (or not)
hanges basi ally nothing in the theory of support-graph pre onditioners, in the following we will
always refer to (3), intending that (4) an be used instead if it turns out to be omputationally
onvenient.
In order for MS to be inexpensive to invert (or fa tor), it must have very low ll-in: a way to
ensure this is to ask that no ll-in is in urred, i.e., that S is a triangulated graph [18℄ (su h that
every y le of length at least four has an edge joining two non onse utive verti es in the y le).
In parti ular, trees are obviously triangulated graphs; tree-based pre onditioners [15, 14, 13, 10℄
hoose S as a(n approximate) MST of G, the weight of ea h ar (i; j ) being the orresponding ij .
The linear systems involving MS an then be solved in O(n), at ea h step of the PCG method,
by onsidering the three linear systems with oeÆ ient matrix ES , S and EST , respe tively; it
is well-known [1℄ that these systems an be solved by visiting the tree S .
The approximate MST an be onstru ted in roughly O(m) with a variant of the lassi al
Kruskal algorithm where ar s are only approximately sorted using a \bu ket" data stru ture
with m bu kets; this is the strategy adopted in all papers ex ept [14℄, where a Prim algorithm
based on a Fibona i heap data stru ture is used instead. However, no rationale for the spe i
hoi e is given in any of the papers.
0

0

0
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Tree-based pre onditioners an be expe ted to be spe trally e e tive, espe ially in the nal
iterations of an IP algorithm. In fa t, the analysis of IP methods shows that, if the optimal
solution of the underlying MCF is unique, the weights ij tend to zero on all ar s but those
orresponding to the basi optimal solution, that form a spanning tree; hen e MS  E E T in
the last iterations of the IP method. This is true also in the degenerate ase [10℄. However, these
pre onditioners are less e e tive in the rst iterations of the IP approa h, where the weights
are \more evenly" distributed on a larger subset of the ar s of G (in the very rst iteration it
an even be ij = 1 8 (i; j ) 2 A). This has suggested to use, at least in the rst IP iterations,
support-graph pre onditioners with \larger" (stri tly ontaining a spanning tree) triangulated
subgraphs.
In [7℄ we have shown that the latter approa h an improve the overall performan es provided
that due are is taken in seeking the right balan e between the in reased ost of nding S (and
fa torizing MS ) and the savings due to the de rease of the PCG iterations, with respe t to a
tree-based pre onditioner. At rst, one may think that the immediate extension of the approa h
would be to use as S the maximum-weight triangulated subgraph of G; however, this turns out
to be impossible, sin e:
 the maximum-weight triangulated subgraph problem is NP -hard [11℄, and it learly makes
no sense to employ an exa t solution approa h (su h as Bran h&Bound) in this appli ation;
 even if it were omputationally feasible to exa tly (or approximately, with some tight apriori ratio) nd a maximum-weight triangulated subgraph of G, using it as S would not
ne essarily result in an eÆ ient approa h, due to the above-mentioned deli ate balan e
between the extra ost of nding and fa toring a \larger" pre onditioner MS and the
de rease in PCG iterations [7℄;
 on e S has been determined, some work still has to be done to nd the \good" ordering of
the nodes, i.e., a n  n permutation matrix Pn su h that the reordered matrix Pn MS PnT
has a Cholesky fa torization without ll-in. For the ase of trees, Pn orresponds to any
permutation P (su h as that given by a reverse Breadth-First Sear h) of the nodes su h
that if (i; j ) is an ar of S with i father of j , then row j pre edes row i in P , and therefore
is already impli itly given by, e.g., the des ription of the tree in terms of the prede essor
fun tion P red[℄; onversely, for the general ase Pn has to be expli itly omputed [19℄.
This suggests the use of appropriate sub-families of triangulated graphs where the omputation
of S and of P an be organized as to be very eÆ ient in pra ti e. For this purpose, the family
of brother- onne ted trees has been de ned in [7℄.
2.3. Brother- onne ted trees

A subgraph S = (N; AS ) of G is a brother- onne ted tree (BCT) if either it is a spanning tree T =
(N; AT ) of G, or it ontains a spanning tree T of G su h that the subgraph S = (N; AS n AT )
obtained by removing all the ar s of T from S is formed of a ertain number k  1 of nodedisjoint onne ted omponents S1 = (N1; A1 ); : : : ; Sk = (Nk ; Ak ) su h that all the nodes in Ni
are \brothers" (sons of the same node) in T , and ea h Si is a brother- onne ted tree.
This de nition is inherently re ursive and operational in nature; a BCT an be onstru ted
by iteratively taking a family of BCTs (whi h may be ordinary trees) and joining all their nodes
in a tree, where all the nodes of anyone of the original BCTs are sons of the same node. Note
that, onversely, it is not required that all the sons of the same node in T belong to the same
0
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onne ted omponent. In other words, the ar set AS of a BCT S is the union of the ar sets
of a family T = fT1 ; : : : ; Tq g of ar -disjoint subtrees Ti of G. The family T itself has a tree
stru ture, where a tree Ti is the son of a tree Tj in T if all the nodes in Ti are brothers in Tj .
The depth of a BCT S is the depth of the asso iated tree T , i.e., the number of times that the
omposition operation has to be applied, starting from an empty graph, in order to onstru t S .
A BCT of depth 1 is an ordinary tree, a BCT of depth 2 ontains a spanning tree T su h that
the removal of all the ar s in T leaves a forest, and so on. It is easy to show that BCTs are
triangulated graphs; furthermore, one an show [7, Theorem 2.3℄ that for any brother- onne ted
tree S in G, its representation as a tree T allows one to ompute a \good" ordering P (su h
that MS has a Cholesky fa tor with no ll-in). For a BCT of depth two, for instan e, one just
has to \merge" the natural (sons before fathers) ordering of the sub-trees of level 2 with that of
the tree of level 1, in whi h brothers may appear in any order. The result an also be generalized
to any positive de nite matrix M with a BCT support, thereby allowing modi ations to the
pre onditioner su h as that of (4).
All this allows one to de ne an algorithm that onstru ts a ll-in-free Cholesky fa tor of MS ,
for S a BCT of depth h, in O(nh2); all the trees at the same level q an be represented with
a unique prede essor fun tion P red[q℄ de ned on the nodes, su h that P red[q℄[u℄ = v, if v is
father of u at depth q. Using the same data stru tures, an O(nh) algorithm that solves systems
of the form MS r = v|whi h is what is a tually required if MS is used as a pre onditioner| an
be onstru ted; any PCG iteration has then a omplexity of O(nh + m). In [7℄, BCTs of depth
two have been shown to yield the best ompromise between the extra ost asso iated with the
in rease in the ardinality of S (a BCT of depth two an have up to 2n 3 ar s) and the
improvement in the onvergen e rate of the PCG.
2.4. Kruskal-based heuristi s

A ru ial omponent of the overall approa h is then the heuristi that is used to nd the largeweight BCT in the rst pla e; it has to be both e e tive, sin e a larger BCT an be assumed to
provide a pre onditioner with better spe tral properties, and eÆ ient, in order not to overbalan e
the improvement due to the better pre onditioner. In [6, 7℄, several di erent two-stage heuristi s
have been proposed based on the following general s heme:
(i) nd an initial spanning tree T ;
(ii) then, add extra ar s forming trees among brothers in T .
Choosing the initial tree as a(n approximate) MST appears to be the best hoi e, and is ba ked
by some results that an be proven about the worst- ase performan es. Sin e ar s in phase
(ii) are added in a greedy fashion, and therefore it is bene ial to try adding more promising
ar s rst, the initial tree in phase (i) is onstru ted by a Kruskal algorithm, whose omplexity
is dominated by that of the initial sorting of the ar s: the ostly sorting is then exploited by
both phases. Also, as in most of the previous literature, ar s are only approximately sorted in
O (m) using a \bu ket" data stru ture with m bu kets; as dis ussed in Se tion 4.1 we have later
questioned the hoi e of the approximate sorting, but the omputational results keep supporting
this approa h (among the Kruskal-based ones).
Three di erent variants of the se ond phase have been proposed in [7℄, in whi h the heuristi
an hange more and more the stru ture of the original spanning tree: in the rst (ii.a) the nal
ordering of the nodes is arbitrarily xed as any \good" ordering for T and the ar s out of T are
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added if they are ompatible with the xed ordering and they form paths among brothers, in the
se ond (ii.b) the restri tion that level-two trees must be paths is kept, but the ordering between
brothers an be hanged, while in the third (ii. ) trees in the se ond level are not restri ted to be
paths. The growing freedom enjoyed by heuristi s (ii.b) and (ii. ) is paid in terms of more data
stru tures and an in rease of ost; however, it also allows promotion operations to be performed,
whereby a node onne ted with its grandfather is \promoted" as a brother of its former father
if this helps inserting a promising ar in the BCT. Experien e shows that the two more omplex
heuristi s perform mu h better than the simpler one in in reasing the size of the BCT, usually
resulting in better overall performan es of the approa h, at least for those lasses of instan es
where BCT pre onditioners a tually help.
2.5. Further improvements

The pro edures re alled above an be further improved by applying some general \tri ks" whi h
do not depend from the hoi e of S :
 using as pre onditioner the matrix MS of (4), thereby providing the pre onditioner with
information about the ar s that are left out of S ;
 adding to S all ar s (i; j ) whi h are \parallel" to ar s already belonging to it: this does
not hange the nonzero pattern of MS while in reasing its weight;
 removing from both M and MS (at least) one row and solving the equivalent full-rank
system rather than applying the PCG dire tly to the rank-de ient system.
Our previous experien e [7℄ has provided us with guidelines about when ea h of these (orthogonal) options should be employed; sin e the fo us of this paper is on alternative ways for
omputing S , in the omputational results we use for both the Prim-based and Kruskal-based
the parti ular ombination that has been found to be the best for ea h lass of instan es. The
interested reader is referred to [6, 7℄ for a through des ription of these issues.
0

0

3. Prim-based heuristi s for maximum-weight BCT

The Kruskal-based heuristi s for maximum-weight BCT require two separate phases: in the rst
phase the (approximated) ordered list of ar s is s anned to nd the (approximated) MST, in the
se ond phase the same list is s anned to add ar s in the se ond level of the BCT. This is ne essary
be ause the BCT de nition requires a root to be xed, otherwise the on ept of \brother" is
unde ned, but the Kruskal algorithm iteratively onstru ts a maximum-weight forest of growing
ardinality, that only at the very last step be omes a tree. On the ontrary, the Prim algorithm
onstru ts the maximum-weight spanning tree starting from an arbitrary node hosen as the root
of the tree, and therefore brotherhood is well de ned at ea h point of the algorithm: this allows
us to obtain Prim-based heuristi s for the maximum-weight BCT with some slight modi ations
of the Prim-algorithm, thereby s anning the node-set of the graph only on e. Furthermore, the
Prim algorithm (hen e our heuristi s) does not require ordering of the whole ar set.
We re all the Prim algorithm in the following box, where G = (N; A; w) is a weighted graph,
P red is the prede essor fun tion of the tree that is going to be onstru ted, d is the ve tor of
labels, and Q is a priority queue (with operations \ nd-max(Q)= arg maxfd(u)ju 2 Qg" and
\in rease-key(v,Q)", that either add node v to Q if not present or update Q a ording to an
improved label for v):
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u 2 N n fr g do d(u) = 1;
( ) = 0; P red(r) = nil; Q = frg;
do
u = nd-max(Q); Q = Q n fug; d(u) = +1;
for ea h (u; v ) 2 A do
if d(v ) < wuv then
(?)
begin
d(v ) = wuv ; P red(v ) = u; in rease-key(v ,Q);
end
while Q 6= ;
for ea h

dr

In the main step (?) of the Prim algorithm, the ar s onne ting the last extra ted node u with
previously extra ted nodes v (easily re ognized by their label d(v), whi h has been set to +1
immediately extra tion from Q) are dis arded; the basi idea of Prim-based heuristi s for the
maximum-weight BCT is to onsider these ar s and he k if they an be added to the BCT.
This simply amounts to adding the following \else" bran h to (?):
else

( ) == + and
and are brothers a ording to P red and
( ) does not form a y le with sele ted se ond level ar s
add ( ) to the se ond level of the BCT

dv
1
v
u
u; v
then
u; v

if

Che king if a andidate ar for the se ond level does not form y les is performed by using a
Union-Find stru ture, as in the Kruskal algorithm. Candidate ar s are a epted in their s anning
order, thus the ordering in whi h ar s outgoing from a node are s anned has an impa t upon
the obtained BCT.
The experien e reported with Kruskal-based pre onditioners [7℄ shows that two points are
important:
 the prede essor fun tion (i.e., the ordering) for the se ond level of the BCT must be
omputed only when all ar s in the BCT have been sele ted, for otherwise ar s may be
refused only for in ompatibility with the already de ided ordering (see remarks on the
Kruskal-based heuristi (ii.a) in Se tion 2.4);
 a promotion operation modifying the stru ture of the rst level tree T is often useful to
add new ar s.
The promotion is performed when an ar joins the extra ted node u with its grandfather v, as
depi ted in Figure 1. In (a), solid arrows represent the rst level ar s of the BCT, dotted arrows
represent se ond level ar s, while dashed ar s are under examination. Ordinarily, ar (u; v) ould
not be a epted be ause u already has a father, q, and v is not a brother of u; however, one an
de lare u to be a son of v instead while keeping ar (q; u) in the BCT, just by moving it from
the rst level to the se ond one (sin e u be omes brother of q). We all this a simple promotion
(SP). However, at ea h step of the algorithm, the promotion operation is in ompatible with the
brother- onne tion operation, as the former hanges the father of the urrent node u from q to
v , while the brother- onne ted operations sear hes for nodes onne ted to u that are also sons
of q (i.e., brothers of u before the promotion). Therefore, the hoi e between the two operations
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is done by omputing the weight ontribution of ea h, and applying the one giving the best
result. However, when promotion is applied, the resulting BCT an be improved by sear hing
for brothers of node u after the promotion, i.e., for sons of v onne ted to u ( f. Figure 1( )).
We all this improved operation wide promotion (WP); in pra ti e, this onsists of applying
rst the simple promotion and then the brother- onne tion on the modi ed BCT, hen e trying
to obtain the advantages of both.
v
v
q

p

v

w
u

q

p

w

u

q

p

w

u
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) is the initial situation, (b) is the BCT after SP, ( ) is the BCT after WP
An interesting property of our Prim-based heuristi s is the following:
Heuristi s Prim-SP and Prim-WP determine a BCT ontaining the optimal
MST omputed by the Prim algorithm.

Proposition 3.1.

The Prim label d() is not modi ed by brother- onne tions or simple/wide promotions, as
they are performed only between the node u just extra ted from Q and nodes already extra ted.
In parti ular, brother- onne tions do not hange any rst-level ar , while promotions only moves
the prede essor ar of u from the rst level to the se ond level of the BCT. Hen e, the sequen es
of node insertions and extra tions from Q is not modi ed, and therefore the optimal MST is
ontained in the nal BCT.


Proof:

By [7, Corollary 3.1℄, all heuristi s for ostru ting BCTs whi h augment the maximum-weight
spanning tree are 2-approximated; hen e, using Proposition 3.1, we an on lude that both
heuristi s Prim-SP and Prim-WP are 2-approximated algorithms for the maximum-weight BCT
problem.
Two elements are important in the pra ti al implementation of the above approa hes:
 how Q is implemented, whi h may even impa t on the worst- ase performan es of the
algorithm: for instan e, a binary heap results in O(m log n) omplexity while an unordered
list results in O(n2) omplexity, hen e the former is favored in sparse graphs while the latter
is favored in dense graphs;
 in whi h order the ar s leaving the urrent node u are s anned: basi ally, one an either
a ept the ordering of the ar s that is impli it in the des ription of the instan e (that is,
one with presumably no spe i property) or order the ar s by nonin reasing weight, so
that \more interesting" ar s are examined rst.
The impa t of those implementation issues is dis ussed in the next se tion.
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4. A

omputational

omparison of pre onditioners

In this se tion, we present the results of a large-s ale omputational test aimed at assessing the
e e tiveness of Prim-based pre onditioners with respe t to Kruskal-based ones. The tests have
been performed on a PC with an Athlon MP 2400+ and 1Gb RAM, running Linux. The ode
was ompiled using the GNU g++ ompiler version 3.3, using optimization option \-O3".
For our tests, we sele ted three well-known random generators of MCF problems: goto (GridOnTOrus), gridgen and netgen. For ea h generator, we generated a total of 8 lasses of
instan es named genk d, where gen is the spe i generator, n = 2k (for k omprised between 12 and 16) is the number of nodes and d ( omprised between 8 and 256) is the average density of the graph; we ould not generate net16 64 instan es be ause of limitations
of the generator. The data set is similar to that of [7℄, ex ept that some smaller-size instan es were dropped in favor of larger-size|and therefore more signi ant|ones; hen e, for
these instan es the \optimal" performan es of Kruskal-based BCT pre onditioners have already
been extensively studied. As usual, sour e ode for the generators an be downloaded, e.g., at
http://www.di.unipi.it/optimize/Data/; parameters for reprodu ing the instan es are also
available upon request from the authors.
For all the instan es, we ran an implementation of a Primal-Dual IP method, using a standard
tree pre onditioner, in order to olle t the (data for reprodu ing the) matri es M at the IP
iterations. Then, the di erent pre onditioners were tested on these matri es, and an estimate of
the total time that would be spent by an IP method if using ea h pre onditioner is omputed.
This way, we ensure that for every pre onditioner we solve exa tly the same sequen e of linear
systems. We remark that our testing methodology ompletely disregards the possible e e ts
that the di erent iterative solvers, by providing slightly di erent solutions to the same system,
may have on the overall IP approa h; in a tuality, the sequen es of KKT systems solved by the
IP approa h using ea h solver would be di erent. However, sin e the fo us of the paper is on
the eÆ ien y of the KKT system solution, we believe that the hosen testing methodology is the
most appropriate one: omparing the a tual solution time of the IP algorithm using ea h solver
may in ur serious risks of distorting the results, if only be ause the number of IP iterations may
vary. Furthermore, the KKT solution time is a very signi ant part of the total IP time: it
is never less than 65%, most often mu h higher, and the per entage grows as the size of the
instan es does, over oming 95% on the largest ones.
As in [7℄, a typi al adaptive stopping rule is employed for the PCG whi h terminates the
pro edure as soon as a ve tor y is found su h that
jdi Miyj  max(jbi Eixj; " max(jbi j; 1))
for all i 2 N , where x is the urrent primal solution of the IP algorithm; in our experiments,
= 0:1 and " =1e-4 is also both the relative feasibility toleran e and the relative optimality
toleran e of the IP approa h. This stopping rule allows early termination in the initial IP
iterations, while ensuring that the a ura y is always \enough" to guarantee onvergen e of the
IP algorithm; in our experiments, the jbi Ei xj values are also saved along with  and d to
ensure that the a ura y requirements are exa tly the same for ea h di erent pre onditioner.
Sin e the fo us of the paper is on the solution of the KKT system, we have ele ted not to employ
any optimal fa e dete tion pro edure [16℄ to terminate the IP approa h early on.
The omputational experiments were performed in two phases. In the preliminary phase, a
signi ant subset of the instan es were tested with some variants of the Prim-based pre onditioners (and also of the Kruskal-based ones) to determine whi h of the possible implementations
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of the algorithms des ribed in Se tion 3 were more promising. The results of these tests are
des ribed in Se tion 4.1 without a tually reporting the tables, in order to improve the larity
and save on spa e. Then, in the se ond phase the most promising Prim-based pre onditioners
were tested against the Kruskal-based ones on the full set of instan es; the results are reported
and dis ussed in detail in Se tion 4.2.
4.1. Preliminary experiments

In the preliminary phase, we tested the in uen e of some of the main implementation hoi es
on the eÆ ien y of the pre onditioners.
 Choi e of the priority queue. We implemented three di erent priority queues for being
used by the Prim-based approa hes: a binary heap, an unordered list and a bu ket list.
We also tested the priority queue data stru ture of the Standard Template Library. We
nd out that our binary heap is almost always the best hoi e.
 Choi e of the ar ordering. We found out that ordering the ar s in the star of ea h
node does not provide signi antly better pre onditioners than the unsorted ase, while
being more ostly due to the extra ordering time.
 Choi e of the BCT heuristi . The two heuristi s Prim-SP and Prim-WP showed very
similar results in terms of ardinality and weight of the obtained BCT. The more omplex one was not signi antly more ostly than the simpler one, while sometimes showing
slightly better improvement of the onvergen e rate, espe ially in the rst iterations; however, the onverse was also o asionally true.
 Choi e of the ordering method. For Kruskal-based approa hes we tested the in uen e
of the sorting algorithms both on time and on quality of the weight of the initial MST.
The results learly showed that the approximate bu ket sort is the best hoi e ompared
against exa t sorting algorithms (qui k-sort in STL or an exa t bu ket sort): the weight
of the obtained spanning tree always mat hed the optimal weight at least in the rst six
signi ant digits, while requiring onsiderably less time to ompute the ordering.
Hen e, at the end of the rst phase we de ided to sti k with the binary heap. We did not
order the star of the nodes, and we used the approximated bu ket-sort for the Kruskal-based
approa hes; however, sin e none of Prim-SP and Prim-WP was learly dominating the other,
we had to keep testing both even in the se ond phase of the omputational experiments.
4.2. The se ond phase

The aim of the se ond phase was to dire tly ompare Prim-based and Kruskal-based pre onditioners. A rst set of results is reported in Table 1: olumns \TP", \SP", and \WP" report data
about the Prim-based approa hes (respe tively, the Tree pre onditioner and the two variants of
BCT pre onditioner), while olumn \TK" reports data about the Kruskal-Tree, pre onditioner.
For ea h approa h, olumns \time"/\iter" report respe tively the ratio between the omputing
time/number of PCG iterations of the spe i approa h and those of the \best" Kruskal-BCT
pre onditioner, a ording to [7℄, i.e., the variant (ii.b); thus, a number less than one indi ates
that the orresponding approa h is more e e tive (for iterations) or eÆ ient (for time) than the
Kruskal-BCT pre onditioner. Finally, Column \Chol" reports data (in parti ular, time ratio
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measured as for the other approa hes) about solving the KKT system with a dire t method;
in parti ular, we used the eÆ ient Cholesky fa torization of the Ng-Peyton pa kage [12℄. For
that approa h, a number in parenthesis reports the number of nonzeroes in the Cholesky fa tor,
whi h was too large to allow solution of the system; the reported sizes orrespond to memory
requirements of well over 1Gb for the ore data of the numeri al fa torization only. A \*" means
instead that the pa kage even failed to ompute the symboli fa torization (hen e, not even the
number of nonzeroes is known).
TP
SP
WP
TK Chol
iter time iter time iter time iter time time
goto 12 8 1.15 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.96 1.07 0.94 76.8
12 64 1.11 0.94 0.99 0.89 0.99 0.90 1.14 1.01 30.3
12 256 1.25 1.08 1.16 1.13 1.16 1.15 1.25 1.08 43.7
14 8 1.08 0.81 0.97 0.84 0.94 0.83 1.12 0.92 1.0
14 64 1.20 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.87 1.18 1.02 74.5
14 256 1.28 1.16 1.12 1.08 1.13 1.09 1.20 1.10 (9.5e7)
16 8 0.88 0.78 0.79 0.77 0.78 0.77 1.18 1.07 2.0
16 64 1.15 1.01 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.78 1.26 1.14 (2.5e8)
grid 12 8 1.05 1.13 1.05 1.15 1.05 1.19 1.00 0.89 360.9
12 64 1.00 0.66 1.06 0.95 1.07 0.97 1.00 0.67 115.8
12 256 1.02 0.60 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.92 1.02 0.61 36.6
14 8 0.89 0.83 0.82 0.95 0.86 1.01 1.00 0.85 2186.5
14 64 0.86 0.66 0.92 0.93 0.86 0.89 1.00 0.78 (9.2e7)
14 256 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.58 *
16 8 0.98 0.90 0.93 1.01 0.93 1.02 1.00 0.91 *
16 64 0.93 0.74 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.83 *
net 12 8 0.97 0.94 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.00 0.94 162.6
12 64 0.99 0.55 0.99 0.74 0.99 0.75 1.00 0.68 87.9
12 256 1.00 0.48 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.68 1.00 0.65 24.6
14 8 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.85 1.01 1.00 147.4
14 64 0.96 0.78 0.96 0.85 1.03 0.91 0.94 0.83 (9.5e7)
14 256 1.00 0.46 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.59 *
16 8 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 1.00 0.99 *
Table 1: Comparison of Prim-based and Kruskal-based pre onditioners
Table 1 draws a quite omplex pi ture. On the \diÆ ult" ( f. [7, 8℄) goto instan es, the
Prim-BCT approa h is ompetitive with both the *-Tree ones, and also with the Kruskal-BCT
one on all instan es ex ept the densest ones; furthermore, there looks to be a trend whereby
the Prim-BCT approa h is more and more ompetitive (for xed density) as the number of
nodes in reases. On the \easy" net and grid instan es, the new approa h is always better (or
only very slightly worse) than Kruskal-BCT ex ept on the smallest instan es; it is not better
than Kruskal-Tree, but, as expe ted from the results in [7℄, it is then Prim-Tree that is then
ompetitive with Kruskal-Tree. Also, a general positive trend with respe t to the size of the
instan e also shows up; for these \easy" lasses, the trend is a tually learer when density grows
than when the number of nodes in reases.
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As for the dire t approa h, it is obviously not ompetitive with the iterative ones, ex ept in
a few ases for the goto instan es, even disregarding the fa t that the largest graphs simply
annot be solved.
In order to gather a better understanding of the results, in Table 2 we report some detailed
data about the behavior of the di erent pre onditioners (averaged) on (the ve instan es of)
lass 12 64. For ea h generator we report seven rows orresponding to the systems solved at
IP iterations 1, 2, k=4, k=2, 3k=4, k 1 and k, where k is the index of the last iteration; this
is a signi ant sample of the matri es generated during the IP algorithm. In parti ular, the
systems of iteration 1 are those solved to nd an initial interior solution, for whi h  = Im,
hen e M = EE T . Columns \TP" and \SP" report respe tively data about the Prim-based
Tree and BCT pre onditioner (in parti ular, the SP variant), while olumns \TK" and \BK"
report respe tively data about the Kruskal-based Tree and BCT pre onditioner (in parti ular,
the variant (ii.b)). For ea h approa h, olumns \time" and \iter" reports respe tively the
omputing time (in se onds) and the number of PCG iterations required for solving the system.
For the BCT approa hes, olumn \ R" ontains the \ ardinality ratio" jS j=(n 1) 1, i.e.,
the per entage of ar s (with respe t to those of the spanning tree) added to the support graph,
while olumn \wR" ontains the \weight ratio" w(S )=w(T ) 1, where w(S ) is the weight of the
support graph while w(T ) is the weight of the MST.
TP
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net
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IP it.
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time

R
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iter

time

iter

time

R
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iter
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1
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k=4
k=2
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k
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0.36

.23

4e-2

10

0.54

10

0.35

.22
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0.58
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0.41

.05

3e-2

15
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15

0.45

.05

2e-2
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16
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3e-2

16

0.72
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0.43
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3e-2

17

0.60

17

0.36
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0.47
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101

1.25
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1.36

1
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0.28
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0.30
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.05

3e-2
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22

0.37

.00
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22
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Table 2: Detailed results for 12 64 instan es (time in se onds)
Table 2 learly show that the two approa hes build quite di erent support graphs; also, the
behavior varies signi antly with the lass of instan es. For all instan es, the Prim-based BCT
usually ontains more ar s than the Kruskal-based one; the di eren e is relevant for goto instan es, and marginal for the others, ex ept possibly at the rst and last iterations. Also, the
ardinality ratio is mu h more uniform in the goto, while it varies signi antly in the others.
Analogously, ex ept in one ase the weight ratio of SP is better than that of BK; the di eren e
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is relevant for goto instan es, and marginal for the others, ex ept at the rst and espe ially at
the last iterations, where SP shows a pretty stable ratio while the ratio of BK sharply de reases.
Yet, a \larger" BCT (both in weight and ardinality) is not always asso iated with fewer PCG
iterations; for goto instan es, it a tually is on the rst IP iterations but not in the subsequent
ones (albeit, with an automati swit hing rule it is the rst iterations that are a tually important, sin e, later on, the Tree is used anyway). So, SP being faster on goto instan es has to
be due to the ombined e e t of less PCG iterations (sometimes) and more eÆ ient nding of
S ; this is on rmed by the fa t that|barring the rst iteration|TP requires exa tly the same
number of PCG iterations than BK, while being faster. The situation is analogous for grid
and net instan es, although there (as expe ted from the results in [7℄) the BCT pre onditioners
almost never improve on the iterations ount, and therefore end up being slower than Tree ones.
Among the latters, TP is learly better than TK on net instan es, while the situation is far less
lear on grid ones.
Further elements on rming the omplexity of the analysis are reported in Table 3, whi h
shows the time spent in nding the support graph S (either a tree or a BCT) as a fra tion of
the total time required for solving the system. We remark that the fra tion omprises both the
time for nding S and that for fa toring the pre onditioner; the latter is however negligibile,
being most often less than 1% of the total time, and never above 3%. The table shows that the
time for nding the pre onditioner is, in general, mu h less relevant for goto instan es, be ause
they require mu h more PCG iterations to be solved, while it takes a very signi ant fra tion of
the total time for the other \simpler" lasses, espe ially as density of the graph in reases. Also,
BCTs require signi antly more time than Trees. However, there seems to be a general trend
where the fra tion tends to de rease as the number of nodes in rease (if the density remains
onstant).
goto

grid

net

TP SP WP TK BK TP SP WP TK BK TP SP WP TK BK
12 8 .05 .10 .10 .09 .13 .39 .42 .43 .23 .31 .23 .25 .28 .19 .26
12 64 .06 .10 .10 .10 .19 .54 .67 .67 .55 .69 .44 .58 .59 .55 .68
12 256 .14 .23 .24 .13 .24 .59 .73 .73 .59 .75 .45 .61 .62 .60 .74
14 8 .08 .12 .13 .15 .23 .35 .45 .46 .28 .40 .04 .07 .07 .04 .06
14 64 .06 .09 .09 .11 .21 .38 .52 .54 .35 .52 .26 .38 .38 .34 .47
14 256 .05 .10 .11 .07 .14 .54 .68 .68 .44 .71 .43 .58 .59 .57 .74
16 8 .05 .08 .08 .07 .12 .21 .30 .31 .16 .24 .04 .07 .07 .04 .06
16 64 .03 .05 .06 .06 .15 .22 .31 .32 .18 .32
Table 3: Fra tion of total time spent in nding S
The nal element to be taken into a ount is the e e t the automati swit hing rules. In fa t,
from [7℄ (and the previous results) we know that in general BCT pre onditioners are seldom
always better than the orresponding Tree ones a ross di erent instan e lasses, di erent sizes
within the same lass, and even di erent IP iterations for the same instan e. However, it turns
out that a reasonably simple rule an be used to onstru t a \hybrid" pre onditioner whi h works
better than either the pure BCT and the pure Tree ones; the rule just omputes the \ ardinality
ratio" ( f. Table 2) and ompares it with a xed threshold. If the threshold is ex eeded then the
pre onditioner a tually in ludes those ar s, otherwise the operation is disabled in that and all
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the following IP iterations; this is justi ed by the fa t that the tree pre onditioner be omes more
and more eÆ ient as the IP algorithm pro eeds, hen e, if adding ar s to the support graph is not
helping at a given iteration, it is somewhat unlikely that is it going to help later. Permanently
disabling the rule is simple to implement, and has the advantage of avoiding the ost for nding
a BCT (whi h may be very signi ant, f. Table 3) that is not going to be used.
In [7℄, it was reported that a threshold of 0.45 was e e tive for Kruskal-based pre onditioners;
however, from the data in Table 2 it an be expe ted that su h a value does not arry over
to Prim-based ones, sin e they usually nd rather larger subgraphs. In order to avoid any
distortion in the omparison due to the hoi e of the threshold, we de ided to experimentally
nd, independently for all lasses of instan es, and independently for Prim-based and Kruskalbased approa hes, the \best" possible value of the threshold (in in rements of 5%). We also
tested whether the \weight ratio" ( f. again Table 2) ould be a more dependable indi ator
upon whi h basing the swit hing rule; again, independently for ea h lass of instan es and ea h
approa h we tested all reasonable values of the threshold (in in rements of half an order of
magnitude) and olle ted the overall best results. We found out that the weight-based swit hing
rule may indeed provide slightly better results for Prim-based approa hes than the ardinalitybased one; however, sin e the di eren e was not parti ularly relevant, we nally de ided to
report results only about the latter.
This is done in Table 4; in olumns \TP", \SP" and \TK" we report the ratio between the
best running time obtained by the orresponding pre onditioner|using the swit hing rule in
ase of SP|and that of Kruskal-BCT with \optimal" swit hing rule.
goto

grid

net

TP SP TK TP SP TK TP SP TK
12 8 1.06 1.01 1.00 1.27 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
12 64 0.94 0.89 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.81 0.81 1.00
12 256 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.73 1.00
14 8 0.88 0.88 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.81 0.81 1.00
14 64 0.99 0.85 1.02 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.94 0.94 1.00
14 256 1.16 1.07 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.00 0.78 0.78 1.00
16 8 0.78 0.76 1.07 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.92 1.00
16 64 1.01 0.78 1.14 0.90 0.90 1.00
Table 4: Kruskal- and Prim-based pre onditioners with \optimal" threshold
The results show that even lass-spe i tuning of the threshold does not hange the general
pi ture. On the \easy" grid and net instan es, the optimal pre onditioner is almost indistinguishable from the Tree one, both in the Prim and Kruskal ases. For these instan es,
Prim-based pre onditioners an improve upon Kruskal-based ones only if the Prim-based MST
is more eÆ ient than the Kruskal-based MST; this a tually happens for all net instan es and
in the vast majority of grid ones. For goto instan es, where the BCT approa h instead onsistently improve the quality of the pre onditioner, then the Prim-based approa h also provides an
extra boost to performan es due to the di erent hara teristi s of the support graph (larger, and
with larger weight at the initial iterations); this happens for instan e in the 14 64 ase, where
TP, TK and BK are basi ally equivalent, while BK onsistently improves on them. Overall, the
Prim-BCT approa h is ompetitive on almost all the goto instan es, ex ept the densest ones.
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5. Con lusion

We have proposed and experimentally tested a new family of heuristi s, based on modi ations
to the Prim approa h, for nding large-weight subgraph based pre onditioners for the solution
of the KKT systems arising in the solution of Min Cost Flow problems through IP methods.
For most test instan es, these heuristi s improve on those known in the literature; this is due
to a more eÆ ient omputation of the Minimal Spanning Tree, and possibly to the di erent
hara teristi s of the obtained triangulated subgraph.
Thus, our new heuristi s seem to provide a valuable tool for improving the eÆ ien y of IP
algorithms for MCF problems. The obtained results further underline the importan e of nding
the right balan e between the ost of nding and fa toring a better pre onditioner and the
savings resulting from the de rease in PCG iterations; only when all the fa tors are duly taken
into a ount an overall eÆ ient pro edure is obtained.
We thank Claudia Papa for having ontributed to the formulation of a rst version
of the Prim heuristi s. We also thank three anonymous referees for enabling us to improve the quality of
the paper with their remarks.
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